Wurm (1997) introduced a construct called the Conditional Root Uniqueness Point (CRUP), which was defined as the uniqueness point of the free root of a prefixed word, given the prefix in question. Prefixed words with free roots can be divided into two mutually exclusive categories: those with the CRUP at the same phoneme as the full-form uniqueness point (UP), and those where the CRUP precedes the full-form UP by one or more phonemes. Results of two reaction-time experiments indicate a substantial processing advantage for the latter group of words. Regression analyses revealed effects of the number of auditory competitors a target word had, semantic transparency and prefix likelihood. Finally, semantic transparency, root frequency, and number of competitors had different effects, depending upon whether the CRUP of a word coincided with or preceded the full-form UP. Existing models of word recognition need to be modified to accommodate the current results. ©
The uniqueness point (UP) is defined as the point in the acoustic signal where a given word diverges from all other words in the language. It is the theoretically earliest possible point at which a word can be recognized, in the absence of additional information (e.g., about context). For example, the spoken word sarcophagus becomes uniquely specified at the vowel following the [k] : prior to that point, sarcastic and its morphological relatives are still consistent with the input.
Since the introduction of the cohort theory (Marslen-Wilson, 1984; 1987; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978) , the UP has been the subject of a tremendous amount of research. More than two dozen studies have either been aimed directly at validating or invalidating the UP as a construct related to word recognition, or have made use of the UP as the major factor in establishing test vs. control conditions (e.g., Frauenfelder, Segui, & Dijkstra, 1990; Kwantes & Mewhort, 1999; Marslen-Wilson, 1993; Marslen-Wilson & Welsh, 1978; Moss, McCormick, & Tyler, 1997; Radeau, Morais, Mousty, & Bertelson, 2000; Radeau, Morais, Mousty, Saerens, & Bertelson, 1992; Radeau, Mousty, & Bertelson, 1989; Radeau & Morais, 1990; Schriefers, Zwitserlood, & Roelofs, 1991; Tyler, 1984; Tyler & Marslen-Wilson, 1986; Tyler, Marslen-Wilson, Rentoul, & Hanney, 1988; Tyler & Wessels, 1983; Vakoch & Wurm, 1997; Wurm, 1997; 2000; Wurm & Samuel, 1997; Wurm & Vakoch, 1996; 2000; Zwitserlood, 1989 ). These studies have used stimuli in several different languages (primarily Dutch, English, and French), and have used a very wide range of experimental paradigms, including gating, phoneme monitoring, shadowing, lexical decision, gender classification of nouns, crossmodal and unimodal priming, mispronunciation detection, naming, and even measurement of event-related potentials from the surface of the scalp (ERPs-see van Petten, Coulson, Rubin, Plante, & Parks, 1999) . Wurm (1997) conducted a study that examined the auditory processing of prefixed words with free roots (free roots are those that can stand alone as words, like the build in rebuild, in contrast to bound roots such as the -ceive in receive). In that study two different kinds of UPs were contrasted. One of these was called the full-form UP. The full-form UP of the spoken word discredit is the second [d] , because prior to that point, words such as discrepant and discretion are still viable candidates. The second UP was called the root UP. To locate the root UP, the prefix is simply removed from the word, and the UP of the root is located. Therefore, the root UP of discredit is the same thing as the UP of credit, namely the [t] . Prior to that point, words such as credible are still competitors.
1 Wurm (1997) used two experimental paradigms, gating and lexical decision. In the gating experiment, participants heard 72 critical prefixed forms. There were no pseudowords and no filler items. Participants heard the items in multiple, successively larger segments, with 7 sec between segments during which they wrote their responses on a sheet of paper. In the lexical decision experiment, the stimulus list consisted of 60 of the 72 critical prefixed items from the gating experiment, but it also contained 120 filler words and 180 pseudowords that varied in apparent morphological structure. Participants in this experiment heard each stimulus intact, and pressed one of two buttons as quickly as possible to indicate whether they thought the stimulus was a real word or not. The differences in these experimental methodologies are worth noting, because the magnitudes of what we will call the CRUP advantage (defined below) were almost identical in the two cases.
One of Wurm's (1997) goals was to determine whether the full-form UP or the root UP was a better predictor of listeners' recognition performance, and to thereby contrast continuous and decompositional models of auditory word recognition. Under a strictly decompositional framework, a word cannot be recognized before its root has been recognized, which should be at or near the root UP. On the other hand, continuous models predict that the full-form UP is the relevant point at which a word will be recognized. Recognition should never be possible, under any theoretical account, before the earlier of the two UPs. This is the full-form UP in every case: By definition, there exist multiple possible word candidates that are consistent with the input prior to that point. However, identification points (IPs) in the gating experiment were earlier than the full-form UPs by an average of 39 msec.
There were some additional unexpected findings. The study included variables such as the frequency of individual morphemes, the statistical likelihood that a given string is a prefix, and the degree of semantic relatedness between a prefixed word and its root. These were called decomposition variables because they are relevant only from the standpoint of decompositional models; according to strictly continuous models, these variables should have had no effect whatsoever. Decompositional processing implies recognition via the word root, and because root UPs are always later than full-form UPs, delayed recognition was predicted (if the decomposition variables were to have any effect at all). Wurm (1997) found that many of these variables did affect recognition, either as main effects or in interaction with other variables, but the effects were facilitative. Words with a high degree of semantic transparency, for example, were recognized faster than those low on semantic transparency. Wurm (1997) proposed a dual-route model to explain these findings, in which words are simultaneously analyzed as full-forms and as individual morphemes, where possible. Others have proposed dual-route models before this (e.g., Anshen & Aronoff, 1981; Baayen, Dijkstra, & Schreuder, 1997; Bergman, Hudson, & Eling, 1988; Caramazza, Laudanna, & Romani, 1988; Frauenfelder & Schreuder, 1992 1 Suffixation complicates the definition of a uniqueness point. If we are interested in computing the UP of the spoken word brief, for instance, it makes a difference whether we consider forms such as briefly to be potential competitors. The usual approach, and the one adopted in this study, is not to consider morphologically related suffixed forms to be competitors (Marslen-Wilson, 1984; Tyler et al., 1988) . We will present evidence below that this decision did not have any practical significance in the current study.
ners, Neiser, & Painton, 1979) , but the morphemic recognition route in Wurm's model is constrained in a unique way. After a prefix is stripped off, the morphemic route attempts to match the remaining portion of the acoustic signal not to the entire lexicon, but only to a small subset of it. Specifically, in the model only free roots are considered, not bound roots; and the only free roots considered are those that have in the past combined with the prefix in question to make a known word. The UP that is relevant to this route of the model was called the conditional root UP, or CRUP.
The differential treatment of free and bound roots in this model is grounded in several related findings. Although some researchers have concluded that bound roots are represented in the same way as free ones (e.g., Bergman et al., 1988; Emmorey, 1989; Stanners et al., 1979; Taft, 1994) , Marslen-Wilson, Tyler, Waksler, and Older (1994) concluded that bound roots are not represented in the same way as free roots because they lack reliable meanings. Furthermore, speakers and writers very frequently coin new words, and listeners and readers almost never have difficulty interpreting them (Baayen, 1994; Coolen van Jaarsveld, & Schreuder, 1991; Schreuder & Flores d'Arcais, 1989) ; such new combinations, when morphologically complex, are always highly transparent forms with free roots. Recent work on the importance of semantics (e.g., Libben, 1998; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Wurm, 1997; 2000) also supports the distinction: Bound roots are semantically empty to everyone except language experts, and are not subject to phenomena like semantic drift (e.g., Aronoff, 1976) . Finally, Wurm (2000) found significant differences between pseudowords carrying free roots and those carrying bound roots, in a rating experiment and a reaction-time experiment. Root type (i.e., free vs. bound) interacted with several variables in that study, including prefix status (i.e., genuine prefix vs. non-prefix), prefix frequency, root frequency, and prefix likelihood (see below). The interactions strongly suggested that bound roots do not have the same representational status (or interconnectedness) in the lexicon as free roots.
In a post hoc analysis, Wurm (1997) found that the CRUP of a prefixed word was usually at the same phoneme as its full-form UP, but that there are many exceptions. Using as an example the spoken word discredit from above, we saw that the full-form UP is the second [d] and the root UP is the [t] . The CRUP of discredit, though, is the [r]: the only other words still consistent with the initial phoneme string [dIsЈkr-] are discretion, discrepant, discriminate, and their morphological relatives, but because the decompositional route in this model only considers free roots, those words will not be relevant (-cretion, -crepant, and -criminate are bound roots).
Under this theoretical framework, a prefixed word with a free root can belong to one of two categories. Either the word's CRUP is at the same phoneme as its full-form UP, or the CRUP precedes its full-form UP. We call words from this latter group CRUP words, although readers should note that all prefixed words have a CRUP; the key issue is where the CRUP is located relative to the full-form UP. Approximately one out of every eight prefixed words Wurm (1997) used were CRUP words. Figure 1 shows performance data from that study as a function of category membership. The left half of Figure 1 shows that the IP advantage mentioned above (39 msec) was not uniformly distributed across the two kinds of stimuli. The mean IP for CRUP words was 80 msec prior to the full-form UP, while the mean IP for non-CRUP words was only 33 msec prior to the full-form UP. The CRUP advantage is therefore 47 msec.
The right half of Figure 1 shows the corresponding numbers for the lexical decision experiment (RTs rather than IPs). The mean lexical decision time for CRUP words was 567 msec, compared to 613 msec for non-CRUP words. The CRUP advantage for this experiment was thus 46 msec. The fact that the CRUP advantages in these two experiments were so nearly identical is remarkable, given the differences in the stimulus lists and experimental methodologies we mentioned above. This is intriguing, and suggests that the phenomenon is worthy of further investigation. The current study is a more direct examination of the construct of CRUPs.
In the theoretical framework being developed, the perceptual system runs a real risk of prematurely committing to the wrong lexical candidate. For example, at the CRUP of the spoken word discredit, there are still other words consistent with the input (e.g., discrepancy), so the system will have to wait for verification from the whole-word process in the model. However, even though the perceptual system would not be allowed to fully commit to discredit until discrepancy has been ruled out, facilitated recognition performance could reflect an activation boost received by the root credit at the CRUP, a boost that bound roots like -crepancy would not receive. There are at least two logically possible ways in which such a boost could come about. One is via the statistical facilitation that results when two independent processes race against each other (e.g., Baayen et al., 1997; Baayen & Schreuder, 1995 ; see also Caramazza et al., 1988; Frauenfelder & Schreuder, 1992; Laudanna & Burani, 1995; Laudanna et al., 1994; 1997) . However, this seems unlikely in light of the statement just made about early commitment to an incorrect candidate. A more likely possibility is if the different routes activate the same lexical representations. We will have more to say about this in the General Discussion.
In addition to speeded word recognition, it is also possible that other kinds of computations can begin once a CRUP-based hypothesis has been generated, such as access of a grammatical category, facilitated access of a word's meaning, or integration of the lexical hypothesis with the preceding context. These last two possibilities are consistent with the recent finding by van Petten et al. (1999) that N400 ERPs were different for contextually appropriate vs. contextually inappropriate words 200 msec before the UP of the word. The authors concluded that ". . . semantic integration can begin to operate with only partial, incomplete information about word identity" (p. 394).
There are at least two additional findings in the literature that may relate to CRUPs. Schriefers et al. (1991) found that Dutch prefixed words were identified earlier than unprefixed words with identical UPs, in a set of gating experiments. For example, both the prefixed word opstaan and the root staan have the final [n] as their UP, but identification of the prefixed words was earlier by an average of 37 msec. Schriefers et al. (1991) termed this effect the general prefixation advantage. They replicated the effect in two subsequent experiments, and concluded that the effect could not be explained by any existing model. Taft (1988) also found what appears to be a general prefixation advantage in lexical decision times, although he provided relatively little methodological detail. To explain his nonword data, he suggested an activate and check model that bears some resemblance to the theoretical framework outlined by Wurm (1997) and being extended here. The major differences are that Taft's model considers bound rather than free roots, and that the model was applied only to pseudoword data, not to real word data.
The criteria Wurm (1997) struct, using stimuli that were chosen specifically for the purpose, and including experimental and statistical controls of a number of relevant variables.
SELECTION OF CRITICAL STIMULI
One of the chief factors determining whether a word is eligible for consideration as a CRUP word is semantic transparency. There are several reasons for this. First, a growing body of research shows that this variable matters perceptually; complex words that are semantically opaque seem to be treated by listeners and readers as if they were monomorphemic (e.g., Libben, 1998; Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995; Wurm, 1997) . Second, semantic transparency is part of the very definition of what it means to be a prefixed word (Henderson, 1985; Schreuder & Baayen, 1994; van Orden, Pennington, & Stone, 1990) . Finally, reasonably high semantic transparency is required for a root to be unambiguously defined as free (see Scalise, 1984; Selkirk, 1982; Siegel, 1979; Taft & Forster, 1975) .
The essence of any UP computation is having a clear sense of the competitor set. For example, in order to determine the UP of the spoken word minister, one needs to know all the words beginning with the phonemes [m], [ЈmI] , [ЈmIn] , [ЈmInI] , [ЈmInIs] , and so on. Calculation of a CRUP is more complex than this, because membership in a particular competitor set is constrained. We began by making a separate CRUP dictionary for each prefix we intended to use, using pronunciation rather than spelling to do all of the file processing. A computer search of the Carnegie Mellon Pronouncing Dictionary (version 0.4, 1995) was performed, in which any words that began with the prefix currently being processed were initially selected (e.g., the phoneme string [dIs-]). The computer program stripped off the prefix, and then initiated a new search of the entire dictionary to see if what remained beyond the prefix was a free-standing word or not. If it was not (e.g., -crepant), the program went back to the place it left off in the initial search, and tried the next word beginning with the phonemes [dIs-]. If the remainder of the prefixed word was found in the dictionary (e.g., figure) , that potential root was appended to the output file (i.e., the CRUP dictionary) for that prefix.
The resulting output files needed inspection and cleaning. First, classifying the potential roots as free or bound can be difficult, because not all free-standing word roots are unambiguously classifiable as free (Scalise, 1984; Selkirk, 1982; Siegel, 1979; Taft & Forster, 1975) . The root -vent from invent, for instance, is considered by some researchers to be a completely separate entity from the free-standing word vent. Second, there were several instances of "accidental" roots, which occurred only because of a misparsing of the full-form. For example, the computer program analyzed dissenter as displus enter. Similarly, there was the problem of pronunciation coincidences, such as discern being analyzed as dis-plus urn, and discord as dis-plus chord. Fortunately, enforcing the semantic transparency requirement ensures that these unintended cases do not end up in the CRUP dictionaries.
A final decision that needed to be made concerned words carrying more than one prefix, such as decompose and deconstruct. These words pass the tests for CRUP eligibility: they are semantically transparent, and removing the outer prefix leaves a free-standing word (compose and construct). However, these words themselves begin with prefixes (com-and con-), so should they be included in the CRUP dictionary for de-? We decided to allow such words to stay in the competitor set if they were not further decomposable, using the same rules we have been using to this point: they had to carry a free root, and they had to be at least moderately semantically transparent. Thus, construct was allowed to stay in the CRUP dictionary for the prefix de-, because is it not further decomposable by these rules; compose, on the other hand, was not retained in the CRUP dictionary, because it is moderately transparent and can be further decomposed.
Once the CRUP dictionary for each prefix was finished, the process for calculating a CRUP (and identifying CRUP words) was as follows. First, a computer program located a prefixed word in the main Carnegie Mellon Pro-nouncing Dictionary (1995). Using the method described above, it was determined whether or not the word carried a free root. If not, the program went back to the main dictionary and resumed its search.
If the word did have a free root, the UP of that root was calculated, using as the competitor set the smaller CRUP dictionary created for the prefix in question. Then the full-form UP of the prefixed word was calculated, using the entire dictionary as the competitor set. If these two UPs differed by at least one phoneme, and if the prefixed word was judged to be at least moderately high on semantic transparency, the word was considered a CRUP word. Our judgments were not used in the main experiment to be reported here; ratings were obtained from a group of research participants in the Preliminary Rating Study (below).
Finally, as indicated above, suffixed forms that are related to the word in question by inflection or derivation were excluded from consideration, following Marslen-Wilson (1984) and Tyler et al. (1988) . Thus, for example, the UP of the spoken word distaste is the vowel [ej] , in spite of the existence of the related word distasteful. Although this is standard practice in defining UPs, we decided to calculate the number of related suffixed forms that were being ignored by this definition, to ensure that the decision was affecting both stimulus types equally. The suffixed forms in question were in fact rare, averaging 0.2 suffixed forms per CRUP word and 0.4 suffixed forms per non-CRUP word. This difference did not approach significance (t[38] ϭ 0.97, p ϭ .34).
Twenty CRUP words were identified using this procedure. An additional 20 prefixed words were chosen from the large group of non-CRUP words that resulted from the search. The 40 critical stimuli are shown in the Appendix.
CALCULATION OF REGRESSOR VARIABLES
Prefixed words vary along several dimensions that have been shown to affect recognition times. Prefix likelihood has an inhibitory effect on recognition times for Italian and English pseudowords (Laudanna & Burani, 1995; Laudanna et al., 1994; Wurm, 2000) , and interacts in a facilitative manner with other variables in the recognition of auditorily-presented real English prefixed words (Wurm, 1997) . Wurm (1997) also found effects of full-form and morphemic frequency measures. These factors will be the focus of some additional analyses reported below.
Prefix likelihoods were taken from Wurm (1997) , and were calculated using pronunciation rather than spelling to identify words. Prefix likelihood is the frequency-weighted proportion of all words beginning with a given string (such as de-) that are truly prefixed. The numerator of the prefix likelihood ratio is the summed frequency of the prefixed words beginning with the string. The denominator is the summed frequency of all words beginning with the string where removal of the potential prefix leaves a pronounceable syllable or syllables. For example, although deem begins with de-, this word was not considered a prefix-stripping failure because the remainder of the word (the [m]) does not constitute a syllable.
The idea behind prefix likelihood is that the perceptual system may make use of the fact that some strings behave more consistently as prefixes than others. Some strings have a high incidence of pseudoprefixation, which might lead the perceptual system to be less inclined to treat that string as a real prefix in the future. Decomposing a word that begins with a prefix that has a low prefix likelihood may make lexical access less efficient. In fact, Schreuder and Baayen (1994) rejected the notion of prefix-stripping based on their calculations. They found that mean prefix-stripping values for English (and Dutch) were quite low, and concluded that a prefix-stripping mechanism was unlikely because it would fail so much of the time. However, previous work has shown that in spite of the low values the variable has in English, it does (alone and in conjunction with other variables) have measurable effects on spoken word recognition (Wurm, 1997; 2000) .
Values for the prefixes used in this study ranged from .008 (de-) to .264 (mid-). To illustrate what these numbers mean, consider the prefix dis-, which has a prefix likelihood of .092. This means that 9.2% of the time a listener encounters a word beginning with the syllable dis-, that word is prefixed. The rest of the time (90.8%), it is a word that is not truly prefixed.
Full-form and root frequencies were taken directly from Francis and Kucera (1982) . Prefix frequencies were computed in a slightly different way. Counts of all words in Francis and Kucera (1982) beginning with each prefix string were obtained. From these, the frequencies for those cases that were in fact instances of prefixation were summed (e.g., preview counts but preen does not).
There is evidence that processing difficulty for a given word depends on how many words are visually or auditorily similar to it (e.g., Coltheart, Davelaar, Jonasson, & Besner, 1977; Goldinger, Luce, & Pisoni, 1989; Luce, Pisoni, & Goldinger, 1990 ), so we also calculated four different kinds of neighborhood statistics. One of the measures is an auditory analogue of Coltheart's N (Coltheart et al., 1977) , which is the number of words that can be made from a target word by the substitution of one letter, preserving letter position. For example, if the target word is pin, then pen, win, and pit (along with many others) would be included in the list of auditory neighbors. The second measure we calculated was the cohort size at the phoneme prior to the full-form UP. That is, just before a word becomes uniquely identifiable, how many auditory competitors does it have? We also calculated a frequency-weighted version of each measure.
CRUP words and non-CRUP words differed on only one of the four density measures: Non-CRUP words were found to have on average more auditory competitors at the phoneme prior to the UP than CRUP words had (24 vs. 7; t[38] ϭ Ϫ2.22, p Ͻ .05). This density measure was also found to be the only one of the four that was significantly related to RT performance in the main experiments. For these reasons, this factor will be included in the regression analyses reported below. The other three measures will not.
PRELIMINARY RATING STUDY
Semantic transparency has been shown to have a significant effect on recognition performance for prefixed and suffixed words and pseudowords (Marslen-Wilson et al., 1994; Wurm, 1997; 2000) . Furthermore, semantic transparency plays a role in the definitions of prefixedness and free (i.e., root type), in how CRUP words were initially identified, and in the makeup of the competitor set for each prefix. The preliminary rating study provided ratings of semantic transparency for the critical stimuli.
Method

Participants
The participants in this and the following experiments were undergraduates from the psychology subject pool at Wayne State University. All were native speakers of English, and they received extra credit in a psychology course for their participation. This preliminary study included twenty-one participants with normal or corrected-to-normal vision.
Materials
Forty prefixed words from the main experiments were used, along with their roots. All were words the first author judged to be at least moderately semantically transparent. The Materials section of the Experiment 1 contains more specific information about their characteristics.
Procedure
On each trial, a participant saw a prefixed word and its corresponding root (e.g., debrief and brief) displayed on a computer screen, and was asked to rate ". . . how related in meaning the two words are" on a 7-point Likert scale. A number line was shown on the monitor below the words to be rated, and had anchor points that were labeled "Not at all related" (1) and "Very related" (7). It was randomly determined from trial to trial whether the prefixed word or its root would be printed first on the screen (i.e., on the left side of the screen). Item pairs were presented in a different random order for each participant. The rating session lasted about 10 minutes.
Results
Summary statistics for semantic transparency, number of competitors, the frequency measures, and prefix likelihood are shown in Table 1 . Intercorrelations for these variables are shown in Table 2 .
Previous research leads us to predict that the differences on semantic transparency and number of competitors will facilitate RTs for CRUP words, while the differences on the other four variables should lead to facilitated RTs for non-CRUP words (Laudanna & Burani, 1995; Laudanna et al., 1994; Wurm, 1997; 2000) . However, only one of the six differences shown in Table 1 was significant (number of competitors).
All six of these variables will be partialed out of the regression analysis reported below; they will also be the focus of some additional analyses.
EXPERIMENT 1: LEXICAL DECISION The goal of this experiment was to see if CRUP words enjoy a RT advantage over non-CRUP words, as predicted by the theory put forth by Wurm (1997) . If the construct of CRUPs is psychologically real, the perceptual system should take advantage of this information.
Method
Participants
Eighty-nine different participants were used in this experiment. All participants in Experiments 1 and 2 reported normal hearing.
Materials
Two hundred thirty stimuli (115 words and 115 phonotactically legal pseudowords) were heard by each participant. The critical items in this study were 40 prefixed words, all of which carried free roots. Twenty of these critical items were CRUP words, meaning that the CRUP preceded the full-form UP by at least one phoneme in every case. The other 20 critical stimuli were non-CRUP words, in which the CRUPs equaled the full-form UPs. Item durations for the two stimulus types were well matched (M ϭ 845 msec for CRUP words and 852 msec for non-CRUP words: t[38] ϭ Ϫ.20, p Ͼ .10).
In addition to these 40 items, there were 44 monomorphemic words (e.g., turnip), 18 suffixed words (e.g., stepping), eight pseudo-suffixed words (e.g., filter), and five compound words (e.g., drumbeat). These were included to provide a variety of morphological structure for participants. The 115 pseudowords also had differing apparent structures. Forty prefixed pseudowords were created by randomly changing one phoneme of the root portion of an existing English word (e.g., relief became *rerief, transfuse became *transfuje, and overpower became *overpoyer).
The remaining 75 pseudowords were also created by randomly changing one phoneme of an existing English word. Twenty-five were created from suffixed or pseudo-suffixed words (e.g., *nerciless, created from merciless, and *orker, created from order). An additional seven were created from compound words (e.g., *playgroind, created from playground, and *jeadfirst, created from headfirst). Forty three of the pseudowords were created from monomorphemic words (e.g., *dusp, created from cusp, and *homel, created from hovel). For each pseudoword, the stress pattern of the original word was maintained.
Stimuli were digitized at a sampling rate of 20 kHz, low-pass filtered at 9.8 kHz to prevent aliasing, and stored in individual disk files. Stimuli were spoken by a male native English speaker who was unaware of the purpose of the experiment.
RTs were measured from the full-form UP of each stimulus, which is the theoretically earliest moment at which the perceptual system can be certain of the word being heard. The first author and a research assistant made independent measurements of each full-form UP, which was defined as the middle of the prototypical segment of the particular phone in question (following Radeau et al., 1989) . This point was located using both visual and auditory criteria, with the help of a commercial waveform editor (Computerized Speech Research Environment, version 4.5, 1995). Measurements for a given word were generally within a few msec of each other: the mean difference for the 20 CRUP words was 5.3 msec (SEM ϭ 7.9 msec), while the corresponding value for the 20 non-CRUP items was 4.1 msec, in the same direction (SEM ϭ 6.4 msec). The value used for the UP of each stimulus was the mean of these two independent measurements.
Procedure
Participants were tested in groups of one to three in a sound-attenuating booth. They listened to the 230 stimuli, played over headphones at a comfortable listening level, and were instructed to make a speeded lexical decision about each stimulus. Each participant pressed one button for words, using the index finger of his or her dominant hand, and a different button for pseudowords, using the index finger of his or her non-dominant hand. A different random stimulus order was used for each group of one to three participants.
Results and Discussion
Nine participants were excluded from the experiment because of excessively high error rates (greater than 20%) or slow responding (mean RT greater than 1500 msec). Analyses reported here were conducted on the remaining 80 participants. RTs for trials on which the participant incorrectly classified a critical stimulus as a pseudoword were not included (4.1% of the critical trials). RTs were discarded if they were more than two standard deviations above the mean for a given participant in a given condition (subject analyses) or for a particular item (item analyses). As indicated above, the stimulus types differed on number of auditory competitors at the phoneme just prior to the UP. The analyses that follow show that the main effect of stimulus type was not dependent on this factor. In addition, main effects and interactions for several theoretically interesting variables will be assessed.
Analyses of Variance
Regression Analyses
A hierarchical multiple regression analysis was performed on the data, following the analytic strategy of Wurm (1997) . We were interested in seeing if variables such as semantic transparency, prefix likelihood, and various frequency measures had any effect on RTs. In addition, the possibility that stimulus type (CRUP vs. non-CRUP) might interact with some of the other variables under study was particularly intriguing-because the CRUP is a new construct, such interactions have not previously been examined. A Bonferroni correction was used on the p-values because of the large number of statistical comparisons made. The interested reader is referred to Cohen and Cohen (1983) for further discussion of repeated-measures regression analyses.
Step 1 of the analysis was to partition the between-subjects variance. In repeated-measures regression designs, this is done by entering a block of N Ϫ 1 (i.e., 79 for the current experiment) dummy variables that represent the participants.
Step 2 of the analysis contained stimulus type, the frequency measures, number of competitors just prior to the UP, semantic transparency, and prefix likelihood. Four of these seven variables were significant.
Most importantly, the main effect of stimulus type (CRUP words vs. non-CRUP words) remained significant even when all of the other regressor variables were taken into account (F[1,2867] (Goldinger et al., 1989; Luce et al., 1990) .
There was also a significant effect of prefix likelihood: higher prefix likelihoods were associated with slower RTs (F[1,2867] ϭ 39.53, p Ͻ .001). This runs counter to what Wurm (1997) found, and is probably due to the slight stimulus-type difference on prefix likelihood. CRUP words happened to have slightly lower prefix likelihoods than non-CRUP words, but because the CRUP effect is so much stronger than the prefix likelihood effect, the effect of prefix likelihood ended up being inhibitory in the current experiment.
Step 3 of the analysis assessed the interactions between stimulus type and the other six variables under study. Three of the six interactions were significant. For purposes of graphing, a median split determined high and low values on the variables that interacted with stimulus type. However, readers are reminded that this artificial split was not a part of the data analysis-it is merely the most convenient way to demonstrate the nature of the interaction. Wurm (1997) concluded that there was competition between high-frequency roots and the full-forms that carry them. Figure 2 shows that this inhibitory effect of root frequency holds only for non-CRUP words (for the interaction, F [1, 2861] ϭ 143.42, p Ͻ .001). For CRUP words, higher root frequency is facilitative. The main effect of root frequency, though not significant, is in the direction found by Wurm (1997) . It seems likely that it would have been signifi- cant if the present study had used the natural proportions of word types (i.e., approximately seven eighths and one eighth, as opposed to equal numbers of each). This finding is both novel and noteworthy. Encountering a CRUP relatively early in a stimulus has significant perceptual consequences: for CRUP words, high root frequency is a helpful characteristic, whereas in non-CRUP words, it's a harmful characteristic. This finding fits quite naturally with the idea outlined in the Introduction, that an early CRUP may allow a head-start on certain kinds of computations, perhaps by giving an activation boost to the CRUP-aided root. Because CRUP words make up such a small proportion of all prefixed words, the effect in question is not normally seen. The two additional significant interactions also demonstrate the facilitative potential of an early CRUP, in combination with other variables. Figure 3 shows the interaction between stimulus type and semantic transparency (F[1,2861] ϭ 14.63, p Ͻ .01). The facilitative effect of semantic transparency is seen only for CRUP words; for non-CRUP words, there is a very weak trend in the opposite direction. Prior to this analysis, there was no way of knowing that the effect would be different for the two word types. In this case, the CRUP-word effect is so much stronger than the non-CRUP word effect that semantic transparency can have a significant main effect even when the naturally occurring proportions of each word type are used, as in Wurm (1997) . Figure 4 shows the interaction between stimulus type and number of competitors (F[1,2861] ϭ 23.83, p Ͻ .001). The inhibitory main effect of number of competitors was expected, based on previous research; auditory processing is more difficult in densely populated neighborhoods. As the figure shows, though, this effect is significantly less pronounced for CRUP words. Readers should note that this interaction is independent of the main effect of number of competitors on Step 2 of the analysis (see Aiken and West [1991] for further discussion of interaction effects in regression).
An effect such as that shown in Figure 4 might arise from two related sources. First, the definition of auditory competitors is most relevant from a continuous processing standpoint, so presumably this variable would exclusively or primarily affect the whole-word route of the model being considered. Second, when a CRUP is encountered, the root is hypothesized to receive an activation boost as described above. For CRUP words, this occurs before the UP, which is at a point in time when the intended word candidate is still competing with its neighbors for activation. The inhibitory effect of auditory competitors could therefore be diminished for CRUP words. Wurm (1997; 2000) interpreted variables such as prefix likelihood and semantic transparency as cues that the perceptual system can associate with successful morphemic access. The current results suggest that "CRUP before UP" may be another such variable. We will return to this point in the General Discussion.
EXPERIMENT 2: NAMING The lexical decision paradigm has been criticized for various reasons (e.g., Balota, 1990; 1985; Lorch, Balota, & Stamm, 1986 ). While no experimental task is perfect, the naming task is widely believed to be less susceptible to post-perceptual biases than the lexical decision task. This experiment replicated Experiment 1 with the naming task. On each trial, a participant heard a word presented over headphones, and repeated the word into a microphone as quickly as possible.
If the results of Experiment 1 reflect something real about lexical access processes, then we would expect to see very similar results with the naming paradigm. On the other hand, if the results of Experiment 1 are due to problems of post-access contamination stemming from the lexical decision task, the CRUP effects should disappear.
Method
Participants
Forty participants were used in this experiment. None of the 40 had participated in the Preliminary Rating Study or in Experiment 1.
Materials
The materials presented to subjects were the same as those used in Experiment 1, except that the pseudowords were not included. The initial phonemes of the CRUP words and non-CRUP words were fairly well-matched. This variable can have a large effect on naming times (e.g., Bates, Devescovi, Pizzamiglio, & D'Amico, 1995) because voice keys are likely to be triggered sooner by words with abrupt onsets. We will return to this point below.
Procedure
Participants were tested individually a soundattenuating booth. They listened to the 115 stimuli, played over headphones at a comfortable listening level, and were instructed to repeat back each word they would heard as quickly and accurately as possible. A microphone was positioned approximately 10 cm in front of each participant. A different random stimulus order was used for each participant. As in Experiment 1, response times were measured from the fullform UP of each stimulus. Response latencies and accuracy were scored trial-by-trial by the experimental software (Inquisit, version 1.28, 2000) . Responses were also tape-recorded and subsequently checked for accuracy.
A practice set of 20 words was used prior to the main experiment to familiarize participants with the procedure.
Results and Discussion
Naming times for trials on which the participant pronounced the word incorrectly were not included (2.1% of the data). RTs were also excluded from the analyses if they were due to a noise other than initiation of the verbal response, like coughing or clearing of the throat (1.1% of the data). Finally, RTs were discarded if they were more than two standard deviations above the mean for a given participant in a given condition (subject analyses) or for a particular item (item analyses), as in Experiment 1. Table 4 shows mean naming times and error rates for each type of stimulus, and as can be seen, the results mirror those from the lexical decision experiment almost perfectly. The CRUP advantage was large and significant: CRUP words were named 107 msec faster than non-CRUP words (F 1 [1, 39] The analyses that follow are analogous to the regression analyses following Experiment 1 and were performed in exactly the same way.
Analyses of Variance
Regression Analyses
Step 1 of the analysis included the dummy variables that represent the participants, and
Step 2 contained stimulus type, the frequency measures, number of competitors, semantic transparency, and prefix likelihood. As in the previous experiment, the main effect of stimulus type (CRUP words vs. non-CRUP words) remained significant even when all of the other regressor variables were taken into account (F[1,1496] ϭ 20.12, p Ͻ .001). The regression analysis estimates the CRUP advantage to be 67 msec (SE B ϭ 15.0 msec) when these variables are considered. This compares to the estimate of 46 msec found in the regression analysis from Experiment 1.
The auditory competitor variable also had a significant main effect. Having more auditory competitors just prior to the UP was associated with slower RTs (F[1,1496] ϭ 29.22, p Ͻ .001), as in Experiment 1.
In
Step 3 of the analysis we assessed the interactions between stimulus type and the other six variables under study, in exactly the same way as was done following Experiment 1. Two of the six interactions were significant. Figure 5 shows the interaction between stimulus type and root frequency (F[1,1490] ϭ 64.44, p Ͻ .001). As we saw in the previous experiment (cf. Figure 2), higher root frequency has an inhibitory effect only for non-CRUP words. For CRUP words, higher root frequency appears to be facilitative.
Finally, Figure 6 shows the interaction between stimulus type and semantic transparency (F[1,1490] ϭ 9.31, p Ͻ .05). Again, the figure looks almost exactly like the analogous one from the previous experiment (i.e., Figure 3 ). The facilitative effect of semantic transparency is seen only for CRUP words; for non-CRUP words, there is a weak trend in the opposite direction.
As mentioned above, the two types of stimuli were well-matched on initial phoneme class. However, they were not perfectly matched, and it is logically possible that a confound involving initial-segment differences could be producing the effects found in this experiment. However, the primary logic of the naming paradigm in this study is to reduce the possibility that the results of Experiment 1 are due to post-perceptual bias from the lexical decision task. It is extremely unlikely that a segmental confound in the present experiment would produce just the same pattern of results that post-perceptual bias produced in Experiment 1 (Forster, 1990) . We can be confident in concluding, therefore, that there is something psychologically real about CRUPs.
General Discussion
As mentioned in the Introduction, the uniqueness point has spawned a tremendous amount of research since its introduction. Not all of it has been supportive. In an important recent paper, for example, Radeau et al. (2000) looked for UP effects as a function of speaking rate in four gender classification and single-word naming experiments. We will focus on Experiments 2 and 4 of that study, which were the naming experiments.
Three different speaking rates were compared in their Experiment 2: fast (5.6 syllables/sec), medium (3.6 syllables/sec), and slow (2.2 syllables/sec). The authors found a UP effect for the slow speaking rate but not for the medium or fast speaking rates. They concluded that UP effects are strategic, and that the UP is a concept that has no relevance to normal spoken word recognition.
The speaking rate used in the present study falls somewhere between the slow and medium rates used by Radeau et al. (2000) , so it is unclear whether one would predict that UPs would have any relationship to performance. In addition, it is difficult to generalize from the Radeau et al. (2000) study to the current study because of numerous methodological differences. For example, Radeau et al. (2000) used exclusively trisyllabic French stimuli, while the present study used a mostly bisyllabic mixture of English stimuli. Radeau et al. (2000) also used a much longer ISI (5 sec vs. 1.5 sec in the current study), although it is not obvious how this would make a difference. Furthermore, we cannot be sure about the exact phonetic characteristics of the critical items because the stimuli are not listed.
Additionally, there might well be a key difference between the standard UP, introduced more than 20 years ago, and the CRUP introduced by Wurm (1997) . The CRUP involves keeping track of much more detailed information than the simple UP, and one might wonder whether such information could be strategically used even with the extra time afforded by a slow speaking rate. It is thus unclear whether the UP effect examined by Radeau et al. (2000) is directly comparable to the CRUP effect currently under study.
Finally, the second naming experiment of Radeau et al. (Experiment 4 , which used synthetic speech and did not include a medium speaking rate) failed to show a clearly significant UP effect for any speaking rate. Although the trend was in the proper direction, the crucial item analyses were not significant. This may indicate that we should exercise some caution before accepting their conclusion that ". . . the finding of a UP position effect will be considered in the future as a seminal theoretical mistake" (p. 420). Nevertheless, their findings are intriguing and suggest that future research in English should examine the effect of speaking rate.
The large advantage found for CRUP words in the current study does indeed suggest that the construct is psychologically real, and that the probabilistic information associated with CRUPs is used to some advantage. The RT advantage for CRUP items and the significant interactions involving stimulus type suggest that encountering a CRUP before the full-form UP makes a difference perceptually. This is truly impressive, given the fact that CRUP words comprise only about one eighth of all prefixed words with free roots.
Figures 2, 4, and 5 show that CRUP words are immune to or buffered from certain inhibitory effects. High root frequency is inhibitory for non-CRUP words, but facilitative for CRUP words (Figures 2 and 5 ). CRUP words suffer significantly less from the presence of auditory neighbors than non-CRUP words do (Figure 4 ). In addition, Figures 3 and 6 suggest that CRUP words are almost entirely responsible for the main effect of semantic transparency that has been found in previous research on spoken prefixed words. These interactions thus illustrate one of the main conclusions of this study: consideration of CRUPs can lead us to qualify the findings of earlier experimental work.
No current models of speech perception have made mention of this construct. The findings of Schriefers et al. (1991) and Taft (1988) , which we suggested may be related to the idea of CRUPs, should be explored more fully and replicated. The ERP paradigm of van Petten et al. (1999) , who suggested that semantic information builds considerably before a word's UP, might be used profitably in extending research efforts in this area, as well. If future research provides additional support for the findings of the current study, existing models will need to be modified in significant ways.
Dual-route models seem particularly wellsuited to accommodate findings such as these. In the Augmented Addressed Morphology (AAM) model (Caramazza et al. 1988; Laudanna et al., 1994; 1997) and Morphological Race Model (MRM: Frauenfelder & Schreuder, 1992; Schreuder & Baayen, 1995 ; see also Baayen et al., 1997) , there are independent competing routes to word recognition. The route that arrives at an answer first can commit the system to a candidate, in contrast to the model currently under consideration. In the AAM model the whole-word route wins for known words, except in some very special cases that do not apply in the current study (e.g., for words with extremely low full-form frequency and extremely high individual morpheme frequencies). This model does not appear well-suited to explain the current results, then, because morphological effects have emerged for very common full-forms.
More promising is the MRM. It is similar to the AAM model in many ways, except that it is not a given that the whole-word route will win for known words; factors such as semantic transparency and productivity also come into play. However, semantic transparency and productivity are not major aspects of the explanation required by the current results, because the two groups of stimuli had equivalent values on these variables. If modified to keep track of specific root lists in the way we have described, so that only a subset of the lexicon is considered once a prefix has been identified, the MRM might be able to accommodate these results. Taft's (1994) interactive-activation proposal offers another attractive starting position from which to explain these data, although it, too, would need modification. That model has a level of representation for bound morphemes (i.e., prefixes and bound roots), and one where all free-standing words (including polymorphemic words) are represented. A key part of the model, for our present purposes, is that elements that combine to make larger words are interconnected, whether free or bound. Wurm (2000) proposed this framework as a possibility for explaining lexical decision data for morphologically complex spoken pseudowords, but in the present case, the framework would appear to need modification. Two kinds of modifications could lead to the proper predictions. First, we would expect the observed outcome if bound roots were not lexically represented. There is currently a great deal of debate in the literature on this point (see Marslen-Wilson et al. [1994] and Taft [1994] for opposing views). A second, functionally equivalent possibility would be to modify how the represented elements are linked to each other. In Taft's (1994) model, all elements that combine to make words are interconnected; the results of the current study suggest that prefixes need to be linked to the free roots that they can combine with, but not to bound roots.
Let us work through an example that contrasts the processing of a CRUP word with processing of a word carrying a bound root. Imagine that the acoustic signal corresponding to the letters discre-has been heard. At that moment the whole-word route is in the process of mapping the signal onto both discredit and discrepant (let us assume equally). The decompositional route would have already mapped the beginning portion of the signal onto the prefix representation (i.e., dis-), and would be attempting to map the following portion of the signal to free elements that can combine with dis-. credit is the only one that fits this bill, so its activation level would be increased. Importantly, this activation of credit would also increase the activation level of the whole-word representation discredit, because the two are linked.
We can also contrast processing for CRUP words vs. processing for non-CRUP words using an example where both of the words carry free roots. This in fact describes the critical test established by the present study. When the fullform UP of a CRUP word is heard (e.g., the second [d] in discredit), the root of that word has already won its battle with competitors (a phoneme or two earlier). On the other hand, when the full-form UP of a non-CRUP word is being heard (e.g., the final vowel in displease), the root of that word is just in the process of defeating its competitors. The CRUP advantage is hypothesized to be due to this crucial difference.
The way language is used could lead to the formation of a selective morphemic process such as that hypothesized, where free roots are linked to specific prefixes but bound roots are not. There is abundant evidence that speakers and writers coin new words on the fly, as needed, and that listeners and readers have very little trouble in handling them (Baayen, 1994; Coolen et al., 1991; Henderson, 1985; Schreuder & Flores d'Arcais, 1989) . These new words (technically pseudowords because they have no histories and no established meanings) are very often morphologically complex, but they never carry bound roots. The reason for this brings us back to the issue of semantic transparency, which was one of the requirements considered in identifying potential CRUP words, and in defining competitor sets for the CRUP dictionaries. Aronoff (1976) noted that new word forms are quite high on semantic transparency, while older ones may not be because of semantic drift. In addition, as asserted previously, only free roots can meet the requirement of high semantic transparency (e.g., Schreuder & Baayen, 1994; Wurm, 2000) . Bound roots therefore lack the capacity to be a part of novel, meaningful combinations. These facts about language use could lead to the development of a decompositional system that affords special status to free roots in transparent full-forms. Wurm (1997; 2000) hypothesized that the perceptual system might use relatively higher prefix likelihood and semantic transparency as cues that decompositional access would be successful. The current results suggest that "CRUP before UP" may be another relevant characteristic to track. One can question what is gained by investing the resources to maintain a history of the kind of information provided by variables like CRUPs and prefix likelihood, because the base rates are so low: only one eighth of the prefixed words with free roots are CRUP words, and prefix likelihoods have been found to average about .10 to .15 (Schreuder & Baayen, 1994; Wurm, 1997; 2000) . Part of the answer may be in what this information buys-in spite of the low base rates, and even though the perceptual system cannot fully commit to a word candidate until well after the CRUP, the current study suggests that word recognition can be speeded by 50 msec or more for the 12-15% of prefixed words that have early CRUPs. This is a substantial payoff, and worth the investment of some resources.
